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Pauline seeing
red on Muslims
By TONI MCRAE

Immediately ban all Muslims
immigrating to Australia, clamp
down on monopolies such as
Woolworths and Coles with their
90% market share and if Kevin
Rudd comes into power, watch
the GST go up.
The fiery untamed and unashamed Pauline Hanson, 53 but
looking 10 years younger, drove
into the Fraser Coast yesterday,
espoused some interesting new
views and invited locals to sign
up for her new political party.
"I only need 100 more members - I've got 400 - and next
week I plan to register Pauline's
United Australia Party," said the
senate candidate, who vows
she's returning to politics because "I'm not going to let the
bastards get away with it."
Ms Hanson spent yesterday
afternoon meeting and greeting
at Centro Hervey Bay and propping at the bar in the Torquay
Hotel and today she will mix it at
the Maryborough markets.
"I believe people trust me,"
she said. "They may not always

agree with me but they know I
am honest and that I will always
stand by my convictions.
"I really don't believe Australians trust either John Howard or Kevin Rudd... The political parties have had it so
stitched up for so long. That's
why when I went into parliament and we provided a real
alternative, they had to get me.
It had nothing to do with the fact
I was a woman."
Ms Hanson says she's "totally
opposed" to premier Beattie's
grab for Traveston Dam. "It's
heading towards privatisation of
our water and these government
water tank rebates are a way of
accumulating a data base for
future privatisation."
Unless we protect our farmers, place higher tariffs on imported food - "especially on
China where they use human
excrement for fertiliser" - and
break up the supermarket
chains' monopoly, we will end up
not being able to feed ourselves,
she says.
Amalgamation of councils is a
no-no for Ms Hanson. "It's the

first step in getting rid of state
governments and giving total
power to Canberra.
"The government is funding
universities to $8 million and
down south I know three of them
are teaching the history of Islam
and some have prayer rooms.
"We need an urgent moratorium on Muslims. They are incompatible with our way of life.
Stop any more of them coming in
to live here. The Cronulla riots
will not be a one-off."
Ms Hanson also pointed out
that months after she warned
that letting black South Africans
come into Australia without
proper health checks it would
increase HIV here. The Victorian government recently admitted the state's HIV rate was
increasing.
"I think Howard will be struggling to be re-elected. He's lost
votes from the gun laws, GST,
Ansett and the war in Iraq.
"But if Labor gets in the GST
will go up because the states all Labor - are already screaming they don't get enough money
from Canberra."
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Sharing a joke at the Torquay Hotel: Jeff Hadley, Gordon Roberts and Pauline Hanson,
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